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Hodder Education Group Mai 2011, 2011. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - Studying
Psychology at AS level Here's your chance to learn it, love it, and get a better grade than you ever
thought possible with Psychology for AS AQA (A)!Our writing team includes a Senior Examiner, and
two of the UK's bestselling Psychology authors. They have broken down the AS specification into
manageable chunks that offer many ways into each topic and push you to better grades as your
confidence increases.Core information is set out simply - supported by key terms, and real life
examples to help you understand topics and concepts from a new angle. When you've got the
basics, there are detailed study evaluations, hands on activities and mini self-tests to help you
build confidence and reach for the best possible grades.Inside these colourfully designed and
illustrated pages you'll find features to help you:- Check your progress in mini-assessments- Revise
and strengthen your learning- Understand research methods by having a go yourself- Evaluate key
research studies- Develop your exam skills. So take this chance to learn all about the influences,
processes and mechanisms that make us who we are - and get a good AS in the process!...
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Reviews
It in a single of the best pdf. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this
publication to understand.
-- Major Thompson
I just started out reading this ebook. I could comprehended every little thing out of this written e book. I am pleased to inform you that this is actually the
very best publication i have read through inside my personal life and could be he best ebook for ever.
-- Antonia Orn IV
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